MAKING LIVES
BETTER,
TOGETHER

G

auri Karkaria, a 35 year old woman from
Chatikona, a rural village in Odisha, India, had

been using a traditional ‘choolah’ to cook for her
family for years. The excess smoke from choolahs
in rural India fill up entire houses and cause fatal
respiratory problems leading to the death of around
half a million women every year.
When a few deaths were reported in Gauri’s own
neighbourhood, she made up her mind to improve
her family’s situation by taking a loan for a much
needed, improved cook-stove. Since then, her family
has seen a considerable change for good and their
health is no longer at stake. It’s much easier for Gauri
to cook and her son can now study in a smoke-free
environment. The stove also helps her save costs, as it
is astonishingly fuel efficient compared to a choolah.

Like Gauri, many rural women are now able
to reduce health risks for themselves and
their family, and save costs on fuel and the
environment through Milaap’s Energy Loans
and the generous participation of organizations
like GetIT Comms and HopScotch.
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GetIT Comms, established in 1997, is a
marketing solution provider for technology
companies and has seen through marketing
programs, campaigns and projects from
conception and planning to execution and
deployment.

Hopscotch is an online store that gives Indian
mothers access to over 500 international,
authentic, hand-picked brands at great prices, from
apparel, maternity specials and home accessories
for moms among others.

Milaap, initiated in June 2010, is a
crowdfunding platform changing
the way people fund and impact
communities in need.
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GETIT COMMS-MILAAP
PARTNERSHIP

The motivation behind GetIT’s CSR contribution has been to:

Leverage capital

GetIT Comms strongly supports entrepreneurship

to get more online lenders
to contribute

and leverages its CSR capital to intensely promote
enterprise development by contributing a certain
percentage of its profits every year to Milaap. GetIT
Comms and Milaap collaborated on 2 major fronts
during the 2014 Diwali season with the ‘Send-A-
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Encourage

Wish’ and Matching Campaign.

first time users/visitors
to experience Milaap

Wishers’
words

Milaap invites participants to send a warm
message to rural entrepreneurs, and for each
message, the Brand Partner funds the selected
entrepreneur with a small loan.

Inspiring online lenders to contribute more by
doubling the impact of their funds through
dollar-for-dollar matching campaigns.

M

GetIT Comms entered into a matching partnership
with Milaap to promote entrepreneurship among
the rural underserved parts of India.

The campaign invited users from around the
world to change their lives just by making a wish
for them. Every time a wish was made, a loan of
Rs 100 was made by GetIT Comms for a rural
mother, steering her along the path to a better,
more comfortable life. This loan helped fund
her smokeless cooking stove, solar lamps or her
child’s education.

For every Enterprise Development loan given
during the campaign, GetIT Comms matched
the contribution with an equal amount, thus getting people to contribute more online. Together,
they raised Rs. 4.7 lakhs from 184 lenders and
impacted 1045 lives.

The funds helped fulfill the user’s wish for
someone else’s dream, giving them another
reason to celebrate the festive season.

“I feel so proud of mothers like you all who
are working so hard to give their child a

“Dear Lakshmi Maa, my name is Soham Jha
and I wish that Sukanta Bhaiya has all the

“Wish you remember to take care of Yourself
too so that you can continue empowering

“Sukanta, you are a lucky boy. Your mom is
trying to reach beyond limits to bring you a

better life with education. You inspire us!”

books he needs. This wish is from my son.”

your children.”

better future. Wish you a wonderful Diwali.”

Amrita Mishra, Thane
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MATCHING CAMPAIGN

ilaap in association with GetIT Comms
and Hopscotch ran a campaign aimed
to improve the lives of rural mothers and their
children in India. The idea was built around
the underlying vision of Hopscotch - to bring
comfort to the lives of Indian mothers and their
kids by providing them access to services at their
doorstep.

GetIT Comms has been engaged with Milaap since 2012.
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SEND A WISH

Divya Jha, New Delhi

Sangeeta, Mumbai

Ruchika Agarwal, New Delhi
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GETIT COMMS-MILAAP
PARTNERSHIP

Warm wishes flowed in
from all corners of the world

Beneficiaries

Impact

GetIT Comms’ matching program targeted
the Enterprise Development sector, lending
to people aspiring to start/ expand their small
enterprises.

Through the matching program run with Milaap,
GetIT Comms contributed INR 481935.23
supporting Enterprise Development for 556
borrowers from different rural sections of India,
impacting more than 2780 lives.

The ‘Send-A-Wish’ campaign aimed to bring
convenience in the lives of hard-working rural
mothers of India, just like in the case of Gauri.

The ‘Send-A-Wish’ campaign was very successful,
with over 600 wishes registered by new users.
With the support of Hopscotch from running the
campaign to reaching out to masses through
social media and GetIT Comms for their huge
contribution, Milaap could make this campaign
a big success. As a token of appreciation,
Hospcotch gave shopping coupons worth INR
100 to the supporters of the campaign.
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WHAT THEY SAID

“Milaap is very proud to be a
partner of organizations who are
looking to implement sociallyrelevant programs through their
businesses. We are revolutionizing
the way companies engage their
community, customers and their
staff to create an impact – and
it’s amazing to see how keen
companies like GetIT Comms and
HopScotch are to join us in this
journey to make a bigger impact.”
Mayukh Choudhury,
CEO of Milaap

“As an organization, we always try to give
back to society in whichever way that
makes sense for us. We dislike the concept
of charity, and therefore platforms like
Milaap provide us with an ideal scenario,
since they use a lending model to create
sustainable impact. I’m also a personal
contributor to Milaap, so before we made
the corporate decision, I was already familiar with the workings of the system. Once
I shared it with the team, we decided that
this was the best fit for us. The concept of
giving to help new lenders get a free “trial”
of Milaap resonated with us. Through our
contribution, Milaap was able to capture
more potential contributors who could see
how the process worked and hopefully be
encouraged to continue lending.”
Anol Bhattacharya,
CEO of GetIT Comms
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MILAAP’S BRAND ENGAGEMENT
Milaap’s 360 degree approach for brand engagements:

HOW SEND-A-WISH WORKS

Making it happen
ACTION

Get Inspired

Send a Wish

Share the Love

Read through the
borrower stories

Send in a wish for the borrower
you wish to support

Share the wish you just made
with friends and encourage
them to make a difference too!

Milaap’s ‘Send-A-Wish’ model engages with
brands to make lending more personal,
for a social cause that resonates both with
Milaap as well as the brand.
Users from around the world can send
their wishes to people, pertaining to a
specific issue. This wish gets stapled with
loan/other incentives for the beneficiaries
related to the cause.

Easy,
intuitive CTA

ENGAGEMENT

AFFIRMATION

Sustaining
dialogue

Social proof
of the idea

BRAND
PLAN

Sponsorship comes from the brands we are
engaging with or High Net Worth Individuals
lending on Milaap.
This model is as transparent as Milaap’s other
models. Timely updates/loan utilization
updates of the beneficiary/borrower are sent
to both the one who makes a wish as well as
the brands Milaap is engaging with.

THE

IMPACT

SOCIALISING

Causing real
change on the
ground

Sparking
Conversation

REACH OUT

Making it popular

ABOUT MILAAP

M

ilaap, initiated in June 2010, by three passionate
young entrepreneurs, is a crowdfunding
platform changing the way people fund and impact
communities in need.
Since 2010, nearly 20,000 people have funded and
raised funds for the causes they care for, impacting
100,000 lives across India through USD $3M
channeled through the platform. Milaap’s vision is
to empower people in creating the change that
they want to see, in being the inspiration that they
want to be.
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CONTACT US
Would you like your brand to collaborate with Milaap?
We can craft campaigns according to your resources, the duration of the campaign or the
type of beneficiaries you’d like to reach (even if we don’t currently work with them)!

Contact Riya / Satya for more details:
Riya Chabbra (India)
Head of Brand Partnerships
riya@milaap.org

Satya Kothimangalam (Singapore)
Global Outreach Associate
satya@milaap.org
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WINTECH CENTRE , SINGAPORE 408726

No. 549, 1st Floor, 26th main, 14th cross,
JP Nagar Phase 1, Bangalore, India 560078

P +65 6225 2115

P +91 888034 0333

W www.getitcomms.com

E feedback@milaap.org
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